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OOK REVIEW

bservation  and  Ecology.  Broadening  the  Scope  of  Sci-
nce to  Understand  a  Complex  World,  R.  Sagarin,  A.
auchard. Island  Press,  Washington,  DC  (2012).  213  pp.,
SBN:  978-1-59726-826-4

Rafe Sagarin and Anìbal Pauchard have written an engag-
ng manifesto  for a renaissance of field research in ecology. In
ssence, the book revives an old debate: is ecology a nomo-
hetic, reductionistic and experimental science that should
roceed by identifying universal laws through experimen-
al testing of hypotheses under controlled conditions, or is
t an ideographic, holistic and observation-based science that
hould attempt to embrace the complexities of individual real-
orld ecological systems that are characterised by myriads
f interacting factors, historicity, and context-dependences?
agarin and Pauchard are sceptics of controlled experiments
nd partisans of field research for three main reasons: (i) con-
rolled experiments cannot address processes at large spatial
nd temporal scales, (ii) the functioning of complex sys-
ems cannot be understood by studying different mechanisms
eparately, and (iii) only exploratory research based on data
rom the ‘real’ systems can elucidate the role of ‘unknown
nknowns’ (i.e. factors that we do not know yet that they
atter). These arguments are not new, but the book presents

hem in a new light.
The originality of the book is that the authors put observa-

ions – both observational data and the act of observation – at
he centre of their argument; rather than theoretical concepts
uch as holism. Such an entry point has several advantages.
oremost, it makes the book highly accessible for gradu-
te students, teachers, and policy makers. The authors build
xtensively on their personal experiences as ecologists and
llustrate their arguments with many concrete examples. In
ddition, short textboxes of renowned colleagues such as Paul
ayton or Stuart Pimm enrich the text. The book helps a
road audience to learn about the methodological challenges
f producing reliable ecological information for environmen-
al decision-making. Second, the authors praise the precious
alue of skilled field ecologists that apprehend nature through
ll senses – vision, sound, smell, taste, touch. They illustrate
onvincingly that rich and ‘tacit’ ecological knowledge is
ritical for robust science and can only be gained through
Please cite this article in press as: Kueffer, C. Book review. Basic  and  Appl

ong-term personal engagement with nature outdoors. Third,
hey argue that doing science is always also a social activ-
ty; a way of building relationships with collaborators and

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.baae.2013.05.005
takeholders. Field observations and social bonds that a field
cologist shares with practitioners can be an important basis
or effective knowledge exchange and ultimately working
ut solutions to environmental problems. Fourth, they call
or an up-scaling of data collection efforts in a time of data-
ntensive ecology; and they emphasise that data from diverse
ources ranging from technologies such as remote sensing
r animal-borne sensors to citizen science projects can be
aluable.

The book has a broad interdisciplinary scope, touching
pon topics as diverse as philosophy of science or storing
nd analysing large datasets. This makes it inspiring read-
ng, but as a consequence space is limited to treat some
uestions in more depth. I felt in particular that the book
ould have profited from a more systematic and thorough

reatment of the epistemological and methodological argu-
ents for observation-based ecology. For instance, debates

f the 1980s as exemplified by “Method in Ecology” by
hrader-Frechette and McCoy (1993, Cambridge Univer-
ity Press) are not covered; and relevant research activities
uch as simulation modelling or large-scale field experi-
entation are only cursorily mentioned. At times, the book

eems also too idealistic about the advantages of observation-
ased ecology. The authors argue that because observations
irectly reflect what happens in nature, observation-based
cience is intuitively accessible to everyone – and especially
olicy makers – and is scientifically robust. This underes-
imates in my view the importance of theory – informed
hrough experiments and modelling – in guiding interpreta-
ion of observation and consensus formation among experts
nd stakeholders especially when dealing with complex and
apidly changing environmental systems. Only based on
bservations, would we by now believe in climate change? I
oubt it.

Sagarin and Pauchard present their vision of ecology with
nergy and persuasion. I wish that the book does to our gen-
ration what Peters’ “A Critique for Ecology” (Cambridge
niversity Press, 1991) did to ecologists in the 1990s: trig-
er lively debates about the ecology we need to move the
cience forward and contribute effectively to overcoming the
ajor environmental crises of our time.
ied  Ecology  (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.baae.2013.05.005

Christoph Kueffer
ETH Zurich,  Switzerland

E-mail  address:  kueffer@env.ethz.ch
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Book Review

Noted With Interest

Statistics for Ecologists Using R and Excel: Data
Collection, Exploration, Analysis and Presentation.
Gardener, M. 2012. Pelagic Publishing, Exeter, U.K.
324 pp. £29.99 (paperback). ISBN 978-1-907807-12-1.

This lucidly written text examines the application of R
and Excel to data planning, exploration, and analyses. The
author conveys clear guidelines for processing real-world
ecological data with a step-by-step approach and presents
figures of the graphical user interfaces accompanying
analyses in R and Excel. Given its introductory nature,
this book is appropriate for advanced undergraduates and
students early in their graduate career. The R program
provides powerful analytical tools that are not covered
in this book, so if you already have basic knowledge of
its use, the accompanying R package-specific information
available online will prove more useful.

You’re Hired! Now What? A Guide for New Science
Faculty. Noor, M.F. 2012. Sinauer Associates, Sunder-
land, MA. 96 pp. $11.95 (paperback). ISBN 978-0-87893-
963-9.

Not every conservation biologist goes into academia,
but for those who recently have this book will flatten your
learning curve. Noor covers the critical topics: setting up,
organizing and managing a research team, supervising
people, teaching, service, peer interactions, staying com-
petitive, and keeping up with the “rest of life.” The book
is laid out logically, with liberal boldfacing of important
points, and appears designed for easy access to a key
question sought under pressure. Greater discussion of
international situations would have been useful, but this
is a minor omission. Although a new academic might
envy the author’s apparently superhuman organizational
skills and accomplishments in the practice of science, we
should all be glad he has chosen to share a generous dose
of practical wisdom that has been honestly earned.

Antarctic Ecosystems: an Extreme Environment
in a Changing World. Rogers, A.D., Johnson, N.M.,
Murphy, E.J., and Clark, A., editors. 2012. John Wiley
and Sons, Chichester, U.K. 538 pp. £85.00 (hardcover).
ISBN 978-1-4051-9840-0.

Seventy-seven scientists contributed to this ambitious
compendium of the state of knowledge about the sta-
tus, evolution, and conservation of Antarctica’s unique
ecology. The dual unifying themes of climate change and
the importance of scale underlie the chapters, which are
presented in four sections: terrestrial and freshwater, ma-
rine, molecular adaptations and evolution, conservation
and management. There is a lot of detail here, enough to
fascinate casual readers (e.g., the physiology and evolu-
tion of a group of fish that lack hemoglobin). However,
with no overall synthesis or summary this is a book for
the dedicated specialist. For this audience it is likely to
become a classic reference.

Observation and Ecology: Broadening the Scope of
Science to Understand a Complex World. Sagarin, R.,
and Pauchard, A. 2012. Island Press, Washington, D.C.
240 pp. $30.00 (paperback). ISBN 978-1-59726-826-4.

This book begins with a simple premise: “Skillful
observations are the foundation of ecological science”
(p. xi). From there, the authors build a multifaceted case
for reintegrating field observation into the science and
application of ecology. More than just a nostalgic plea for
a return to natural history, Sagarin and Pauchard tackle
some truly difficult questions, such as how to understand
and work with local, traditional, and “accidental” knowl-
edge in a scientific context, whether observation-based
ecology is scientific, and how ecological science can
or should inform policy. Although one may not agree
with every one of their answers, their arguments are
thoughtful and cogent and usually presented in a way
that highlights contrasting viewpoints. There is much
in this volume that field-oriented conservationists will
be heartened by, but just as much that will stimulate
serious self-inquiry about the practice of science in the
field.

The Promise of Wilderness: American Environmen-
tal Politics Since 1964. Turner, J.M. 2012. University of
Washington Press, Seattle, WA. 576 pp. $39.95 (hard-
cover). ISBN 978-0-295-99175-7.

1
Conservation Biology, Volume xx, No. x, 1–2
C© 2012 Society for Conservation Biology
DOI: 10.1111/cobi.12002
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Book review
Observation and Ecology: Broadening the Scope of Science to
understand a Complex World, Rafe Sagarin, Aníbal Pauchard.
Island Press, Washington, DC (2012). 232 pp. Hardcover $60.00,
ISBN: 9781597268257; Paperback $30.00, ISBN: 9781597268264

Accustomed as I am to reading manuals, reports and scientific
publications, it was a pleasure to read about science in a style that
is both informative and inspiring. This book succinctly, and with
great enthusiasm, makes the case for observational research in
ecology. The 21st century has seen many improvements in the
availability and methods for collecting observational data. Com-
bined with a variety of modern statistical techniques, the opportu-
nities for observational studies and the power of their analyses
have never been greater.

The dogma of experimentation and strong inference falls short
when trying to study phenomena at global and even national lev-
els. Even when experimentation can provide robust support for a
hypothesis, it is usually observational research that sparks the
imagination and leads to the formulation of new hypotheses.

The book is divided into four parts dealing with different as-
pects of observation. First, the authors take us through the history
of observation in ecology and show how observational ecology has
developed to the present day. Then they illustrate how good ecol-
ogists use all their senses for observation. The authors provide sev-
eral examples, but from my own experience, I was reminded of the
distinctive scrunching sound that Carex nigra makes when you
walk over it, and of the musky scent of badgers. These clues are
used, often subconsciously, to help us observe nature.

Of course, observers are biased, data are either too few or too
many, and always difficult to analyze. The authors devote part
three to these issues. They do not have any easy answers for
these problems, and this is not a textbook of solutions, but they
spotlight imaginative approaches that have been used to over-
come them. In this section they ask the question: ‘‘is observa-
tion-based ecology scientific?’’ This is where they explore the
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2013.06.030
philosophy of science and the legitimacy of inference from
observation.

Finally, the book discusses the importance of observations in
influencing people and policies, and the part the public can play
in observational ecology. The late 20th century saw the marginal-
ization of citizen scientists and the celebration of experimentalism
as the gold standard for ecology. Only now have we found our way
back to the roots of ecological research, where the innate skills and
enthusiasm of non-professional observers are encouraged and
their contribution to science is respected. Observations are much
easier to make than experiments, and the results of observational
studies are easier to grasp for unspecialised audiences.

The authors validate a journey that many of us have taken from
experimental ecology, where we desperately try to control every
variable, right up to the analysis of large scale observational data.
Certainly, there are still some ecologists who migrate to the few
remaining patches of wild countryside for research. However, as
these relics of a former era are studying the relics of a former land-
scape, the bulk of the countryside is changing. In their conclusions,
Sagarin and Pauchard introduce us to the blossoming field of no-
analog ecology, based on the concept that climate and other
anthropogenic changes are creating conditions for which there
are no analogs in Earth history. This challenges us to reject ecolog-
ical uniformitarianism and think out of the fences of our nature re-
serves to the wider environment.

If you are already a multidisciplinary or observation-based ecol-
ogist, this book will legitimize your work. If not, it should give you
some reasons to expand your outlook and encourage you to accept
observation-based research as ‘‘real’’ science.
Quentin J. Groom
National Botanic Garden of Belgium, Domein van Bouchout, B-1860

Meise, Belgium
E-mail address: quentin.groom@br.fgov.be
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Can knowledge of individual traits as constrained by CSR help
us understand ecosystem properties? If, for example, (1)
stressful environments contain stress-tolerant organisms, and
(2) stress-tolerators are characterized by low rates of nutrient
cycling, then (3) ecosystems associated with, for example, low
precipitation and extreme temperatures will have low rates of
nutrient turnover. There is occasionally a flavor of circularity to
this line of thinking: are ‘‘stressful’’ environments recognized by
the presence of low-nutrient cycling plants with stress-tolerant
phenotypes? However, that is too facile and belies the directness
of the insights accumulated in this book. Plant traits can be
ordinated along a small number of axes and these axes do
indeed matter for ecosystems, not just for individual demogra-
phy or pairwise interactions. Given the state of our ecological
knowledge of real communities and ecosystems, relatively few
examples are given of the scaling up from CSR to ecosystems.
We can see, however, that contrasting plant strategies on either
side of a single, well-studied gorge in England have upward-
cascading effects on consumers. The south-facing slope is
populated with S-selected grasses that support a snail that
specializes on decaying vegetation, while the other slope is
covered in a more productive C-selected vegetation that in turn
supports an R-selected snail.

The authors make a solid case that the CSR language is
relevant and useful. Have they given us a framework for the
unification of ecology and evolution? Despite the extensive
animal examples, the animals remain a problematic step in the
proposed unification. It certainly seems plausible that many

animal groups could be intelligently discussed with the models
presented. However, the data required to do so do not yet exist.
The authors describe a large database (PanTHERIA) of
mammal life history information, where the most commonly
reported trait relevant to a discussion of CSR is body mass,
given only for 65% of the species—a far cry from the regional
and global screening programs that have accumulated data on
plant life history traits. The authors suggest a helpful
methodology for amassing the data needed to determine if
there are three-way trade offs in energy allocation in animals
involving partitioning biomass accumulated during an animal’s
lifetime into functions of reproduction vs. maintenance
activities and calculating the total amount of resources (C or
N) gathered in a lifetime as a function of body size. Whether or
not the relevant data are compiled for animals might depend in
part on how readily this book is picked up by graduate reading
groups and the readiness of funding agencies to support the
field efforts needed to study more carefully the functioning of
life’s diversity.

ELIZABETH A. LEGER
1

AND MATTHEW L. FORISTER

University of Nevada, Reno
Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station
Reno, Nevada 89557 USA

1E-mail: eleger@cabnr.unr.edu
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Ecology, 94(2), 2013, pp. 546–547
! 2013 by the Ecological Society of America

From gentleman scholars to space-based sensors: the historical and future role
of observations in ecology

Sagarin, Rafe, and Anı́bal Pauchard. 2012. Observation and
ecology: broadening the scope of science to understand a complex
world. Island Press, Washington, D.C. xiv ! 213 p. $60.00
(cloth), ISBN: 978-1-59726-825-7 (acid-free paper); $30.00
(paper), ISBN: 978-1-59726-826-4 (acid-free paper).

Key words: complexity; experiment; hypothesis; natural
history.

Skillful observations provide the inspiration for ecological
questions and, in many cases, the answers as well. Sagarin and
Pauchard’s book elaborates this opening thesis. In Part I, they
describe the origins of ecological theory in careful observations
by the founders of the discipline. In Part II, they describe the
value of the traditional skills of observation, using sight, sound,
and other senses to collect data and then describe how modern
technology is expanding the human sensorium by increasing
sensitivity, adding senses we do not possess, and by allowing
measurements to be made over time and space scales not
otherwise accessible. They identify a trend of harvesting data
from observers outside the research community, who have
traditional, local, or accidental knowledge of ecological
phenomenon, again allowing observations not typically acces-
sible to researchers. Part III considers the analytical and
informatics challenges of vast observational data sets and the
countervailing need to fill in gaps where data are missing. Part

IV of the book examines the power of observations to convey
meaning and build engagement among decision-makers, citizen-
voters, and others involved in environmental decision-making.
They argue observations often provide graphic communication
to decision makers and are a powerful way of engaging
stakeholders with scientific information.

Despite the historical importance of observational approach-
es, Sagarin and Pauchard argue that ecology’s identity is, today,
as an experimental science and that observational studies are
‘‘not fully part of the mainstream of scientific ecology.’’ Sagarin
and Pauchard argue this focus on experimental manipulation
originates with Popper’s philosophy of science and John Platt’s
seminal 1964 paper, ‘‘Strong inference’’ (Science 146:347–353).
They argue that this approach dominated late 20th century
ecology, and quote Bob Paine, a notable advocate of
manipulative experiments, ‘‘. . . the evidence clearly indicates
that continued attention to small-scale experiments holds the
greatest promise for managing our world for a sustainable
future.’’

The book speaks to the limits of the experimental paradigm.
Ecologists study entities and processes well suited to experi-
mentalism (insects, watersheds, chlorophyll . . .) but also those
too large, too slowly changing, or too distant in time (whales,
the development of old-growth forests, the origin of the
oxidizing atmosphere). Ecological systems are also complex
dynamical systems, whose behavior is contingent and depends,
sometimes sensitively, on initial conditions and the exact mix of
actors (species, genomes) present. Because of this, an experi-
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ment precisely controlled and replicated may produce different
results under experimentally indistinguishable conditions, a
type of behavior first described just one year by Ed Lorenz
before Platt’s paper.

Sagarin and Pauchard ask, rhetorically, whether observa-
tional ecology is science, or whether experiments are required
for work to be ‘‘scientific.’’ In Platt’s paper, written in the glory
days of molecular biology, experiments seemed the means to
test hypotheses. In subsequent scholarship, critiques of Platt’s
work limit his approach to the ‘‘experimental’’ sciences such as
chemistry and recognize strong inference can be applied to the
non-experimental sciences as well (in fact, the Oxford Dic-
tionary’s primary definition of experiment does not mention
manipulation: ‘‘a scientific procedure undertaken to make a
discovery, test a hypothesis, or demonstrate a known fact’’). In
some fields, the object of study may be inaccessible to
experiment (solar physics), too large or distant for experiments
(cosmology, geodesy, or meteorology), or ethically prohibited
(aspects of social science, medicine, and psychology). In these
fields, arbitration between competing hypotheses is accom-
plished via testing theory against critical measurements. Bill
Reiners and Jeffrey Lockwood (2010. Philosophical foundations
for the practices of ecology. Cambridge University Press, New
York) provide a contrasting view to Paine’s: ‘‘The attribution of
weakness to the study of entities and processes that exist at
spatiotemporal scales that preclude experimentalism, seems an
unfounded judgment of scientific inquiry.’’

Sagarin and Pauchard point out that large observational
data sets have additional value given the existence of complex
behavior, because the behavior of the system may be observed
under a wide range of subtly-to-widely differing circumstances.
This increases the likelihood that sensitivity, thresholds, and
other critical behavior will be detected, properties hard to
explore in traditionally designed experiments and analyses.
They argue that, given the spatial and temporal scales of
ecological systems, and the existence of complex and contingent
behavior, no single approach to studying ecosystems should
assume primacy. In ecology, as in cellular biology, incisive
experiments can answer certain types of questions. But,
similarly to atmospheric science or cosmology, well-conceived
observations can address questions not accessible to experi-
mental manipulation.

Sagarin and Pauchard ask, ‘‘So, are observational approach-
es scientific?’’ This question gives undeserved credence to the
opposing argument. Taking examples from the book, the
discovery of the Yucatan impactor event and subsequent
extinctions was scientific. Keeling’s discovery of the increase
in global CO2, with the attendant discovery of the impact of
photosynthesis on the seasonal cycle of that gas, was scientific.
Space-based observations of the biosphere have produced
multiple major scientific discoveries about the biosphere. The
critical value of large-scale and long-term observational
approaches, (along with their pitfalls), are summarized in the
recent book by Lindenmeyer and Likens (2010). Effective
ecological monitoring. CSIRO, Pollingwood, Australia), who
argue that while rigorous observing programs are essential,
there are lessons to be learned about why some observing
programs succeed and why others fail.

Advances in analytical techniques also add to the value of
observational approaches. Recently, as the authors note,
multiple revolutions have occurred in statistics and inferential

techniques, through the parallel developments of theory and its
implementation through high performance computing. New
approaches to data analysis provide, not only a mathematical,
but also a coherent philosophical alternative, to naı̈ve
applications of strong inference, allowing the incorporation of
information from multiple sources in ways that are satisfying
and transparent.

While a residual academic debate over the role of manipu-
lative experiments in ecology remains (and may remain, despite
this book), one might ask why? The first author of this book
comes from intertidal community ecology, a field in which the
brilliance of Bob Paine, the most prominent advocate of the
experimental approach, casts a long shadow and this may
explain part of the book’s emphasis. In others areas of ecology,
for example in those more aligned with the earth sciences,
strong inference remains an important technique but is often
implemented via critical measurements that can distinguish
between alternate theories (for example, using paleoproxies,
eddy covariance, or stable isotopes).

The book makes another key point. Many ecologists have
expressed concern that adopting a technologically enabled or
large-scale approach will cause a loss of observing skills and
insight. Many factors, however, push ecologists towards the use
of technological approaches—remote sensing, sensor networks,
and other advanced approaches that produce ‘‘big data.’’
Sagarin and Pauchard demonstrate, and illustrate convincingly,
that expanding the human sensorium with technology, in
combination with the biophilia common to most ecologists, can
deepen ecological intuition. They show that modes of sensing
that expand human capabilities (providing the vantage point or
continental perspective of a migratory bird, the chemical
sensors of a canid, or the spatial awareness of a bat or
dolphin), can deepen our understanding of nature. These new
senses allow us to ask and answer questions that we would not
otherwise know to ask. This book argues that in science,
innovation, technophilia, and biophilia can coexist and are not
in opposition.

Sagarin and Pauchard’s book is not the deepest or most
technical analysis of the role of nonexperimental approaches in
ecology but is full of enthusiasm and passion for the power of
observations to explain, inform, and educate. They link the
origins of ecology in natural history to the new vistas opened by
innovations ranging from space-based sensors to citizen science
today. They take on a number of sacred cows, and gore them,
so this will be a thought-provoking and much-discussed book
and great fodder for a graduate seminar. Sagarin and Pauchard
charmed me with their energy and breadth, but a serious reader
will want to read additional literature to go more deeply into
the philosophical and statistical implications of their argument.

DAVID SCHIMEL

Jet Propulsion Lab
California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California 91109 USA

E-mail: daveschimel@gmail.com
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